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the epson p5000/ epson sc-p5000 are very easy printers to work with. as can be seen in the difference in the retouched calibration targets, the epson sc-p5000 prints excellent tone and hue profiles while
maintaining very consistent 10% logspace measurements. the epson p5000 is a more expensive printer, and prints are more accurate; however, the printers cannot seem to maintain the levels of
consistency that the epson sc-p5000 can. it's important to note here that the measurements included in these three profiles (epson sc-p5000 profile, epson p5000 profile, and standard i1profiler profile) are
for comparison purposes only and were all taken on a single day. the profile that takes the actual measurement for the paper used in this test, will likely be different because of the environment, measuring
conditions, and ambient light. according to my preset files for the p5000 (in the above example), the i1profiler profile is a match for the printing profile of the i1profiler - no surprise here. but look at the
same table for the epson sc-p5000 profile: the i1profiler is much, much less accurate than the epson sc-p5000! the biggest differences are for the yellow tones. of course, there are all the yellow and orange
tones, but the epson sc-p5000 profile has more correct colors in those regions. the lower end yellows and oranges are obviously very different. the epson sc-p5000 profile is the most accurate, but it's fairly
expensive paper. for this reason, you could get the cheapest paper that still prints as accurately as the epson sc-p5000 for this test. this is the epson premium xtra glossy paper:
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with the i1profiler we were able to take a look at the inter rgb color range and gamut volumes the paper’s data, which i compared to those of another leading brand. we were able to see whether the paper
was capable of ensuring accurate color reproduction for both originals and prints. finally, we were able to compare the saturation and brightness of the paper against our test prints. with the i1profiler it was

easy to see the best paper for the task of scanning. firstly, the i1pro was tested for quality of the paper profile. it was noted that overall, the paper was perfectly suitable for making scans. it had an
incredible saturation. the paper could be used in projects where accurate color was important, for example, line art, photo editing, and computer graphics. the profiling software was easy to use, but offered

some improvements. for example, a calibration test box would be very helpful. in the end, epson’s agfa overmaster professional (aop) paper was tested for the paper’s following properties: paper type,
recording quality, and 3m thickness. it was noted that, of all the papers tested, the aop was most suitable for inkjet printing. it was also noted that this paper was made from 100% cotton, and therefore, it
was suitable for high-end graphic printing. i still recall the days when you had to pay for color calibration equipment, whether you were using a cts or a ciat. now, there are a number of companies offering

such equipment at a very reasonable price. some, like colorthink, produce a calibrated platen along with the scannow software, which can be used for calibration by sending the sample through the scannow
software to make a profile. so, if you don’t have the time to have a platen custom-calibrated and only want to calibrate with the software, what can you do? for those who are strapped for time, or simply

don’t have a cts, these programs are great for creating profiles quickly and efficiently. 5ec8ef588b
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